The jeeva vaayu ventilator developed by Adi Shankara Institute of Engineering and Technology, Kalady, was handed over to General Hospital Ernakulam. Minister for Agriculture Sri. V. S. Sunil Kumar handing over the emergency ventilator to DMO Ernakulam in the presence of College and Health authorities.

Our Managing Trustee handing over masks, sanitizers and food packets to District Police Chief (rural) Sri. Karthik IPS.

Our Chief Operating Officer handing over the first batch of sanitizers produced at the Sree Sankara College lab to the Member of Legislative Assembly, Sri. Roji M. John.

Our COO supplying masks and sanitizers to Kerala Police, Water Authority and KSEB.
We care...ASIEET unites against Covid 19

Adi Shankara Institute of Engineering and Technology coordinates anti-COVID-19 activities through ASIET Care, an ‘Emergency Platform with a Difference’ handing over to Kalady and Vadakkekara Grama Panchayath.

Adi Shankara TBI, in collaboration with CIIRC, Bengaluru developed N95 mask sanitizing unit, to help overcome the Covid 19 crisis. This will be a great helping hand to health-care workers battling the Covid 19 pandemic to sanitize and reuse their Personal Protective Equipments (PPE).

Govt. of India selected ‘ASIET Covid Care’ web portal as top 10 best practices against Covid 19.

Adi Shankara FAB Lab and TBI have developed UV disinfection robot-Raybo. It is capable of disinfesting office spaces, hospitals, hotels, airport etc. using its gemicidal uv tower mechanism and can also transform as a service_robo by controlling remotely to help overcome Covid 19 crisis.
We care... ASIET join hands against Covid 19